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Estimation of large-dimensional tensor models and applications

in machine learning

Supervisors

The internship will be supervised by Prof. H. Goulart (henrique.goulart@irit.fr) at IRIT/EN-

SEEIHT, in remote collaboration with two members of the LargeDATA (DataScience) chair at

3IAMIAI/Univ. Grenoble-Alpes : Prof. R. Couillet (head, romain.couillet@gipsa-lab.grenoble-

inp.fr) and Dr. P. Comon (pierre.comon@gipsa-lab.grenoble-inp.fr).

Funding

This internship will be funded by the Arti icial and Natural Intelligence Toulouse Institute

(3IA ANITI, http://aniti.univ-toulouse.fr), as part of the AI Research Chair lead by N. Dobi-

geon.

Context

Tensor models are powerful tools for addressing many problems in signal processing, ma-

chine learning and beyond [1]–[3]. Yet, their use in these applications typically requires es-

timating a low-rank tensor from a set of observations corrupted by noise, which is often a

dif icult task. Moreover, in most cases there is currently no theory for predicting the actual

estimation performance that can be attained.

To overcome this gap, in recent years several researchers have studied the asymptotic

statistical performance of ideal and practical estimators in the large-dimensional regime,

where the size of the tensor grows large [4]–[6]. In particular, these works have uncovered

the abrupt phase transition that the performance of an ideal estimator may undergo as the

signal-to-noise ratio grows (see Figure 1 below for an illustration). While some important

advancements have been achieved, many scenarios of practical interest remain unexplored,

as well as the practical implications of the existing results in applications.

Objectives

The overall goal of this internship is to study extensions and applications of the existing re-

sults, as a irst step for pushing the existing theory beyond its current limits. We will in par-

ticular consider extensions tomore general tensormodels that apply to larger classes of real-

world problems, including e.g. asymmetricmodels. Application to practicalmachine learning

problems—such as community detection in hypergraphs [7], latent variable model estima-

tion [2] and high-order co-clustering [8]—will also be considered.
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Figure1: Asymptotic alignment between themaximum likelihoodestimate x̂ML and theplanted vector
x of the symmetric rank-one third-order spiked tensor model, as predicted by [4].

The intern will initially perform computer simulations aimed at understanding the be-

havior of ideal andpractical estimators in the target scenarios/applications. Some theoretical

resultsmay then be derived on the basis of these experimental indings. Scienti ic dissemina-

tion of these indings will also be encouraged, via publication of papers and/or participation

in scienti ic events.

A PhD thesis may be proposed to the intern at the end.

Candidate pro ile

Welook for stronglymotivated candidateswith a solidbackgroundonmathematics and statis-

tics, having good programming skills in scienti ic computing languages (Python, Matlab, Ju-

lia). Basic knowledge or interest in randommatrix theory is a strong plus.

Practical information

• The internwill be hosted at theENSEEIHTsite of IRIT, located at 2 rueCharles Camichel,

Toulouse.

• The monthly internship grati ication is of 600€.

• Application procedure: please send your CV, your report card and a motivation letter

to Henrique Goulart (henrique.goulart@irit.fr).
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